How to Make Sure Your
University IT is Ivy League

Of Classrooms & Connections
A lot has been said about emerging technology’s impact on the
corporate world, but the campus may be the proving ground where
tomorrow’s innovations are put through its paces.

37%

83%

of college students
use 2+ mobile
devices a day

of college students
own a smartphone

Colleges and universities are often early adopters of the kind of
technology later seen in boardrooms worldwide, in part because their
largest population – students – aren’t shy about trying out the latest
gadget, app, or service.
The university IT department has to ensure that everyone on campus
– from the top levels of administration down to the bright-eyed
freshman class – can access all of this emerging technology.

98%
of universities offer
wireless access in
student housing

That’s an increasingly tricky feat to accomplish with legacy monitoring
systems at a time when a surge of new devices and applications are
swarming university networks.
Professors, researchers and administrators all put unique demands
on IT. To monitor and correct IT issues before they happen, IT needs
to future-proof campus infrastructure with monitoring tools that
can integrate across every system and provide a clear view of what’s
happening behind-the-scenes.

47%

of higher-ed institutions
had cloud services
in 2012

45%

of college students
own tablets
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campus of tomorrow”

“The

What will tomorrow’s campus look like? How
about the classroom? How will you be able to
keep an eye on all that IT?
Students and faculty are revealing today the technology habits that
will guide IT decision-making in the future. As textbooks are replaced
by eBooks and more learning takes place online, IT is becoming the
backbone of the next generation of higher education. Nearly 50 percent
of students take online courses today, averaging about two web-based
classes per term.
Faculty needs tools for remote lectures, administrators require solutions
to manage enrollment, recruitment, and operations, and classrooms
must be equipped with the latest in advanced learning resources. And
these IT requirements vary across schools and departments.
On top of all that, universities increasingly view their IT departments as
service providers who can lead in the provisioning of cloud apps and
services. Schools expect to spend up to a third of their IT budget in the
next four years on cloud computing. IT admins will need to be respond
quickly and frequently to service requests.
Mobile devices, streaming media and cloud-based education tools are
all creating a perfect storm for legacy systems and a lot of
headaches for IT.

Schools expect to spend up to a third of their IT budget in
the next four years on cloud computing.
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The campus of tomorrow introduces a complex web of devices
and systems that needs to be provisioned and managed. Without
centralization, IT managers can find themselves struggling to keep up.
Faculty, students and administrators are using multiple mobile devices
for an infinite array of uses. To ensure maximum uptime and spot
potential IT issues ahead of time, you need visibility into the strengths
and weaknesses of your IT infrastructure.
More than anything, you need an IT monitoring tool that can scale,
integrate and offer complete visibility across all systems - so you have
access to dashbaords that alert you to real-time system issues.

Game of Groans
Is your IT network ready if the “Game of
Thrones” season finale airs right in the middle
of midterm season? Will you know the
warning signs if it isn’t?
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Courtesy of Google Maps

Visibility & Flexibility
Hoping to both shave costs and drive more value out of its technology investments, Cornell University launched an initiative to
streamline fragmented IT functions under one central department. Led by IT Operations Manager Mike Heisler, the department
manages 1,400 physical and virtual servers that power coursework, applications, student support services and faculty web hosting on
a campus of 20,000 students and 11 academic schools. Heisler wanted an IT monitoring solution that could integrate with Cornell’s
service-level monitoring tool and accommodate future developments.
Heisler chose Opsview Enterprise, which offered the university scalable network, server, application and cloud monitoring from a
single dashboard. “Opsview was the only monitoring tool that ticked all the boxes when it came to scalability and delivering the levels
of automation we required. We were particularly impressed with Opsview’s well-developed API, as it meant we could easily integrate
it with our other monitoring tools,” he said.
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“Future proofing university IT ”

What if 30,000 people were playing Angry Birds all at once? Or 10,000
people were playing Destiny on Friday night?
It’s not always clear what new technology will need to be introduced
into your system, so your IT monitoring capabilities should be flexible
enough to integrate with anything.
That’s the value of a single IT monitoring tool that offers unified IT
visibility and management across multiple systems. Agile IT montoring
allows you to nimbly support new technology, evaluate existing
investments and react to IT incidents quickly across a complex,
connected campus.
The massive diversity of devices and connections is only beginning.
College students use different devices for a variety of applications that
all serve different use cases. Mobile devices especially are demanding
a lot from infrastructure. The most popular mobile apps are always
the most data-hungry ones: games (73%), music (67%) and social
networking (64%)1.
Administrators recognize the value of fast Internet access to students
and faculty, which is why many schools are investing in new
infrastructure to support better speeds.

25%

Amount of 2014 growth
in higher-ed institutions
offering bandwidth speeds
of 1 GB or more

61%

Have covered 80% or
more of the campus with
strong wireless network
coverage (four bars or
more)5

The Apple Watch heralds a new era where more devices than ever
will have an IP address. And they’ll all be attempting to log onto the
network.

Gartner predicts that the Internet of Things installed
base will reach 26 billion units by 2020.6
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Microwaves, dishwashers and mini-fridges
- oh my!
The Internet of Things is thriving across many universities. Students can
already use apps like LaundryView to receive a smartphone alert when a
washer or dryer in the dorm laundry room is free.
Imagine how this connected network will grow as other devices in
classrooms, labs, libraries, offices and dorms are accessing university
WiFi.
Is a mini-fridge going to remind students to go to the grocery store
on a weekend? Are athletic teams going to mandate that players use
smartwatches during workouts? When a microwave starts talking to
your network, is your IT monitoring tool going to be able to listen?
Aside from visibility, IT tools today have to be vendor-neutral.
Otherwise, you’ll constantly be shifting between different tools and
different products to keep track of it all.

look who’s talking
Just what kind of laundry are you doing, Dave?
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11,000
students

2,500
servers

3

data
centers

2,500 Servers, 1 View
MIT Associate Director of Operations and Infrastructure Mark Silas said the university’s 2,500 servers – spread across three data centers in
the Boston metro area – were taxing its Nagios™-based monitoring platform. Constant service checks were overloading the tool, delaying
important notifications and slowing his team’s response times.
Silas needed to upgrade his team’s monitoring capabilities, but didn’t want to negate the university’s significant investment in Nagios™
development and expertise. Then he learned about Opsview Enterprise, which is 100% compatible with Nagios™ and all its plugins, but
turbo-charged with enhanced functionality and built for the expanding enterprise.
“Reporting and configuration management have been one of the more complex issues we were facing. Opsview provides some
wonderful dashboards and reports that are incredibly valuable in providing a macro-level view of the overall infrastructure’s health and
performance,” explained Silas.
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“the IT of tomorrow today ”

The university IT environment is already
growing and that rate of growth is only going to
speed up.
Above all, IT monitoring tools today need to:
•
•

Minimize service interruptions and respond quickly to keep 		
your campus online
Monitor availability and performance of key IT services

With single-view, real-time perspective on system activity, you can
address problems faster to ensure that no matter what students, staff
or administration need to do, they have the network resources to get it
done.

82%

of higher-ed IT execs say
their network is more
complex compared to two
years ago7

And with a bird’s-eye view on the health and performance of your
overall system, you can draw more value out of existing IT investments
and allow for flexible API’s and other future developments.
While your legacy tool may present a fragmented or dated perspective
on your environment, sophisticated solutions simplify monitoring
through a centralized, easy-to-understand pane of glass that offers a
consolidated viewpoint for your entire system.
You don’t necessarily need more monitoring to make your university
IT Ivy League - you just need smarter monitoring, something that goes
beyond the standard freeware.

So how can higher-ed IT teams do it? Simplify, streamline
and automate.
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What We Do

Thanks for reading our eBook!
We’re Opsview, an IT monitoring company that’s helping
take IT monitoring tools to the next level. We already count
MIT and Cornell University as some of our clients and we
thoroughly believe that the next-generation of IT and
education are going to be intertwined.

Real-time / Historic
SLA Reporting

Scalability

Dashboard GUI

Multi-tenant

We’re a vendor-neutral solution that can seamlessly integrate
with - and improve - your IT monitoring capabilities.
Today, higher-ed IT teams are enabling students, faculty
and administrators to seamlessly connect to and learn from
the innovativions in higher education. Tomorrow, IT will be
facilitating these innovations themselves with sophisticated
monitoring and analysis. In this new world, Opsview’s
innovative solutions will be the cornerstone of IT operations
for leading academic institutions

Want to give it a try?

www.opsview.com
info@opsview.com
+1.866.662.4160

Business Service
Monitoring

Autodiscovery

Network Traffic
Analysis

DOWNLOAD A
FREE TRIAL TODAY!
800 West Cummings Park
Suite 6350
Woburn, MA
01801-7200
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